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High Performance Electronics for Communication,
Power Management, and Beyond
Our increasing reliance on electricity for functioning in our daily lives leads
to an endless quest for energy-efficient and high-performance devices to generate, distribute, store and
convert electricity to other forms of energy or information. The III-V nitride semiconductor family is one
of the electronic materials that has quickly filled up many voids of human quests Silicon helped to
create in the past 30 years or so: solid state lighting, miniature base stations for superior wireless
coverage, and all at unprecedentedly high performance. In the past 10+ years, wide bandgap oxides
such as Ga2O3 (Eg>4.5 eV), and layered materials such as WSe2 (semiconductor), NbS2
(superconductor) have been touted for applications beyond thin-film transistors. Large-size electronicgrade single-crystalline Ga2O3 substrates can be prepared by techniques similar to that to prepare
sapphire and quartz. The facile processes to prepare layered materials and heterostructures have
enabled an unprecedented number of scientists and engineers in history to interrogate this material
group, aiming to answer what new physics can be found and what new applications can be explored.
In this talk, I will discuss several examples based on these materials systems investigated in our group
power management, energy-efficient logic etc.
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